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Abstract
We have searched for anomalous Z -+ yyy events with the L3 detector at LEI? No significant deviations from the expected QED e+e--+ yyy events are observed. The branching ratio upper limit for a composite Z decaying directly into three photons is found to be 1.0 x lo-' at 95% C.L. The branching ratio tqper limits for the process Z+ yX. X -+ yy are in the range of 0.4 to 1.3 x IO-s, depending on the mass and width of the scalar particle X. In the context of a model with magnetic monopoles coupling to the Z, we find BR(Z-1 yyy) < 0.8 x 10e5 at 95% C.L; this results in a lower mass limit of 5 IO GeV for a magnetic monopole.
Iutroduction
In the Standard Model the decay Z + yyy proceeds via fermion-and W-loops and is strongly suppressed; the branching ratio is expected to be about 5.4x IO-" [ I I. An enhanced branching ratio would be a clear indication of new physics. Such enhancements are expected in the context of composite Z models [2, 3] and models assuming a light magnetic monopole coupling to the Z [4]. In composite models the Z decay into yyy can either proceed directly via constituents of the Z, or indirectly, via a radiatively produced scalar partner, X, of the Z -i.e., Z+ yX, X --) yy. In the monopole model the decay proceeds via a monopole loop. Other recent theoretical stud& of the process Z -+ yyy are presented in Refs.
[ 5-71.
The above channel has been studied earlier at LEP [ 81. The current analysis results in a significant improvement. For the analysis we used 65.8 pb-' of data taken on and around the Z peak, at center of mass energies between 88.5 and 93. 
The L3 detector
The L3 detector [9] measures e, y, p and hadronic jets with high precision. The central tracking chamber is a time expansion chamber (TEC) consisting of two coaxial cylindrical drift chambers; the electromagnetic calorimeter is composed of bismuth germanate (BGO) crystals; hadronic energy depositions are measured by an uranium-proportional wire chamber sampling calorimeter surrounding the BGO; scintillator timing counters are located between the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. The muon spectrometer, located outside the hadron calorimeter, consists of three layers of drift chambers measuring the muon trajectory in both the bending and the non-bending planes. The energy resolution and angular resolution for electrons and photons for energies above I GeV is less than 2% and better than OS", respectively. All suhdetectors are installed inside a 12 m diameter solenoid which provides a uniform field of 0.5 T along the beam direction.
Event selection
We select events having two or mom highly energetic photons. Events with at least two photons in the linal state arc retained in the first stage of the analysis to be used as a check on the TEC efficiency. We require: the total energy. EBGO, in the electromagnetic calorimeter to satisfy: 0.8 < EB&& < 1.1; the number of electromagnetic clusters to be less than 9 (to reject hadronic events); the angle between the two most energetic electromagnetic clusters to be larger than 20' (to reject showering cosmic events); the polar angle of the two most energetic BGO clusters to satisfy: 16. I o < 0,. < 163.9" (This cut selects photon candidates which have traversed the inner TEC). The main background is from the process efe---+ e+e-( y) . Such events are rejected by requiring that there be no tracks in the I EC. We use our hadron data sample to monitor the TEC performance.
With the above cuts we seiected 2197 efe--+ yy(y)
candidates. Using a fully simulated Monte Carlo sample for the QED process efe---t yy(y), based on the generator described in Ref.
[lo], we expect our data sample to consist of 2037 yy(y) events. In this estimate special care is given to photon conversions in the detector, which were studied using photons in radiative Bhabha events. Moreover, the detector simulation includes a small effect from time dependent BGO inefficiencies.
We expect an additional 13 events due to contamination from e+e--+ e+e-(y). This number is derived from experimental efe--+ e+e-data by determining the probability of observing an electron as a photon using the above selection criteria and the TEC efficiency. Thus WC expect to observe (2050f72) events from QED processes. The error in the expected number of QED events is dominantly due to uncertainties in the efficiency determination and Monte Carlo statistics. The small difference between the nurr&r of observed and expected events might indicate some additional e+e--+ e+e-( y) contamination Jue to undetected TEC inefficiencies.
This background typically has low energy photons and does not affect our search for anomalous three-photon events. To obtain the three photon final state events we require, in addition to the above criteria: -a third BGO cluster with an energy more than 2 GeV and with a polar angle in the above range, separated in angle from the other two clusters by at least 20". We obtained a 3-y sample of 87 events. From QED processes we expect (76.3f2 .8) events. Fig. I shows an example of such a yyy event.
Results

Z -3 yyy via compositeriess
The most distinctive difference between QED and Z + yyy events is the energy of the least energetic photon. In Fig. 2 we show the distributionof this variable, together with the QED cxpcctation; also shown is the distribution resulting from a Monte Carlo simulation of Z -+ yyy events (arbitrarily normalized). We require: Eyz/& > 0.125' . The efficiency for selecting Z -+ yyy is (52*2)%.
In the upper limit calculation we take the error on the efficiency into account bv reducing the efficiency by this error. We ob$erve 25 events while our QED-expectation is (26.7f I .3). An upper limit on the number of events is determined as described in Ref. [ 1 I 1, i .e., we USC Poisson statistics and allow for background.
Note that if we find the number of observed events (HO) to be consis- tent with, but less than the number of expected events, we calculate the upper limit as if no equals the number of expected events. In the context of this composite Z nrodel we h;rd for the branching ratio:
at 95% C.L. A composite Z might have scalar partners, X, as mentioned above. Such a scalar might be detected in the yy invariant mass distribution Myy. Moreover, on kinematical grounds one expects to observe, for constant 6, monochromatic photons with energy E, = (s -M:,)/Ufi).
In Fig. 3a we show the ?y invariant mass distributions for the observed events with E, > 2 GeV. In Fig.  3b we present the photon energy spectrum. Neither of these distributions displays a significant unexpectti structure. However, in the mass plot a small signal might disappear due to the combinatorial background. Using Monte Carlo simulations it can be shown that the highest signal-to-background ratio for a high mass X (Mx 2 65 C&V) is obtined by considering the mass distribution of the two most energetic photons only. Similarly, the best result is obtained for a low mass X (Mx 5 35 GeV) by using the two least enlzrgetic photons; for intermediate masses the 'best results X is assumed to hicve a mass distribution which is either a delta-function or a Breit-Wigner with a width of 1 or 2 GeV. produced with a ( I + ~02~9) polar angle distribution.
X is either a delta-function, OI a Breit-Wigner with a width of either 1 or 2 GeV.
We divide the data in energy bins and determine for each bin, using the number of observed and expected QED events, the 95% C.L. upper limit on the number of signal events. If the mass distribution of X is a delta-function, the bin size varies from 1 to 2.5 GeV as Mx varies from 0 to 1Mz; if X has a 1 GeV width, it varies from 3 to 4 GeV, and for the 2 GeV width case the bin size is taken as a fixed 6 GeV. From fully simulated Monte Carlo samples we determine the following signal efficiencies for the different mass regions: (49f2)%forMyy < 35GeV; (53f2)%for Myy > 65 GeV, and (35f 1) % for masses in between. The upper limit curves are shown in Fig. 4 . We find BR(Z+ 7X.X -+ yy) c 0.4 to 1.3 x 10ms for 3 5 Mx 5 89 GeV at 95% C.L. The mass restrictions are essentially due to our cuts. Again, in the upper limit calculation the error on the efficiency is accounted for by reducing the efficiency by its error.
Z -3 yyy via magnetic monopoks
To search for magnetic monopoles by Z ---) 'WY we note that the cross section for this process is enhanced in the central detector region, whereas thz QED back- ground is strongly peaked in the forward direction. We therefore require: Icos0,) < 0.75. To determine the selection efficiency for monopole events, we made a simple generator based on Ref. [ 41 (using Ref. [ 121 for the phase space generation), which produces the expected photon energy spectrum and the photon polar angle distribution. As above, we require: I&/& > 0.125. The efficiency is (40.0 f 1 .a)%. The distribution for Ey~/fi in the central detector region is shown in Fig. 5 . We observe 7 events, whereas we expect (7.1 * 0.7) from QED. For the branching ratio we find: BR(Z + yn) < 0.8 x lo-" (2) at 95% C.L. This limit results in a lower mass limit on a monopole [ 41 of 510 GeV.
